CRAZY 4
POKER
HOW TO PLAY

You receive five cards to make your best four-card poker hand. A four-card
Straight is a Straight, a four-card Flush is a Flush, etc.

PLAYER VS. DEALER

Make equal bets on the Ante and Super Bonus spots. After seeing your cards,
you can fold or stay in the game by making the Play wager. The Play wager must
match your Ante unless you have a Pair of Aces or better. If you have at least a
Pair of Aces, you may bet up to three times your Ante. The Dealer qualifies with
King-high or better.
When you beat the Dealer’s qualifying hand, your Ante and Play bets win even
money. When the Dealer qualifies and beats your hand, your Ante and Play bets
lose. When the Dealer does not qualify your Play bet wins and your Ante bet
pushes. Super Bonus and Queens Up wagers are resolved normally.

SUPER BONUS

The Super Bonus wins when you have a Straight or better. Failure to get at least a
Straight, however, does not result in an automatic loss. The Super Bonus pushes
when you have less than a Straight, but you beat or tie the Dealer’s hand. If your
hand of a Straight or better loses to the Dealer, you still receive the Super Bonus
payout. In addition, your original Super Bonus bet is not removed.

QUEENS UP

The Queens Up optional bonus bet wins when you receive a Pair of Queens or
better. See layout for odds.
Note: Queens Up wager is paid regardless of the Dealer’s hand.
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PAYOUT TABLE
QUEENS UP
Four of a Kind .....................................................................50 to 1
Straight Flush.....................................................................40 to 1
Three of a Kind .....................................................................8 to 1
Flush ....................................................................................4 to 1
Straight .................................................................................. 3 to
Two Pair ...............................................................................2 to 1
Pair of Queens or Better .......................................................1 to 1

SUPER BONUS
Four Aces .........................................................................200 to 1
Four of a Kind .....................................................................30 to 1
Straight Flush.....................................................................15 to 1
Three of a Kind .....................................................................2 to 1
Flush ....................................................................................3 to 2
Straight ................................................................................1 to 1

OPTIONAL PROGRESSIVE WAGER
All five cards are combined to determine the progressive
wager outcome. Folded hands do not qualify for payouts on the
progressive wager. If the patron bets the optional progressive
wager and received a Three of a Kind or better it will be paid using
the following pay table:
Hand Ranking
Royal Flush
Straight Flush
Four of a Kind
Full House
Flush
Straight
Three of a Kind

Pay Table
100%
10%
$300
$50
$40
$30
$9

Envy
$1,000
$300
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